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Stock Pitch FAQs

CONTENT

How should I choose a company?
We recommend choosing a company in a sector that you are familiar with. Be prepared to speak about your company in 
comparison to its competitors and its historical performance.

Where can I find information?
Publicly traded companies have investor presentations that contain key information about their financials and future plans. 
Additionally, industry reports and recent news articles can provide background.

LAYOUT

I’ve never made a stock pitch before. Will I be penalized for my slide design?
Not at all! At the end of the day, we are looking to hear your ideas and understand your analysis, and your slide is meant to
aid you during your presentation. The content on your slide is far more important than its visual appeal. This being said, be
sure to check for any grammatical or spelling errors before you submit.

Please see the following template and Fall 2022 class stock pitch submissions. These are meant to serve as examples to 
guide your slide creation. Please do not limit yourself to these designs – we encourage you to think outside the box!



Cornell Hedge Fund (NYSE: CHF)

COMPANY OVERVIEW INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

DRIVERS OF GROWTH RISKS & MITIGANTS

FINAL RECOMMENDATION: I recommend a BUY for CHF at $xx.xx due to...

• Provide an overview of the company and the services 
or products it offers.

• How does the company make money? Has the 
company seen growth in recent years?

• Who are the customers? Are there key demographics 
or geographical areas the company serves?

• Briefly describe unique aspects of this industry. Is it 
highly fragmented? Is it a rapidly growing industry, or 
is it maturing? 

• Is the industry projected to grow in the future? What is 
the total size?

• You are welcome to use graphs or charts as visual aids.

• This is the most important part of your stock pitch: 
what has the market not priced in yet?

• Your drivers should be unique to your company – not 
the industry it sits in. How will these factors cause the 
share price to rise?

• There is no such thing as a perfect company!
• What are some risks that the company faces that might 

hinder its growth? How might your company mitigate 
these risks?



Examples from the Fall 2022 Class
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